TERM AND CONDITIONS
1. Every blogger participating must be a registered BlogAdda Member with an
approved blog. A minimum of 5 blog posts is required to participate in the contest.
Participation open strictly for members only.
2. For any participant to be eligible to win the grand prizes (of or above Rs. 5,000), they
must have a blog which has at least 15 posts or a blog which is at least 3 months old
with a minimum of 5 posts from the campaign start date along with a valid entry.
3. This activity is open for participation to residents of India aged above 16 years only.
The activity would be open from 10th March, 2014 till 24th March, 2014 (hereinafter
referred to as the “Term”).
4. For any entry to be valid, it must contain the specific code including the back-link to
the activity page and must be written in relevance to the theme of the contest.
5. Every entry must be submitted in the specific form link given in the blog post at
BlogAdda for the activity. Entries which are not submitted in the form shall not be
considered as a part of the activity.
6. Multiple entries are allowed.
7. Jury decision on all matters in relation to this contest is final. No further
correspondence or appeal will be entertained.
8. Prizes that are not claimed by the declared winners shall be forfeited and BlogAdda
will not entertain any further correspondence in this regard.
9. Any kind of taxes or duties applicable to the prizes shall have to be borne by the
winners.
10. By submitting the Entries, you authorize BlogAdda & Tourism Malaysia to use and/or
reproduce the content for any promotional purpose as it may deem fit at any place
or time.
11. Every winner must have a passport that will be valid between March 2014 and
December 2014 to be eligible to travel to Malaysia.
12. The 10 best entries will win an all expense paid trip (Familiarization Trip) to Malaysia.
13. The first 100 valid entries will be eligible to win a TM goody bag.
14. The winners will travel in a window from April, 2014 to December 2014. All the
expenses related to travel & stay will be borne by Tourism Malaysia.
15. The Prizes have no monetary value, is non-transferable, is not for sale or resale and
cannot be redeemed in whole or part for cash.
16. By participating in this activity, the participant unconditionally and irrevocably
accepts and agrees to be bound by all these T&C as stated herein. This activity is
subject to the laws of India, and is not offered outside of India.
17. The terms and conditions are subject to change without any prior notice.

